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I dow: LC-loOF ski-equ i pped Hercules—the type aircraft that flew the
moun' in - dLcovering mis iou. A i r Development Squadron SIX currently
uses four of these ri crslt L Ant antic ope at tot s. ure v members aboard
the fl ight were:

I CDV .�C. Dickerson, pilot
lip CT�5. IR.. :e1l, pilot

A 1 I C. E. <c'c1�flight engir ocr
Al1 L.�rpbell, ffigi I radomac

A. L. Kri r,g,na ga or
ATV , . i . Nelson, flight aech trio
AE2 7. F. Wood, flight ietr it ian

VEHICLE DROPS THROUGH DETERIORATING
ICE OF ROSS ICE SHELF

Most people are familiar with wintry weather
when the temperature drops and ice mounts up,
stopping pedestrians, strangling ehicular traffic,
and generally bringing movement to a standstill.
But sometimes it is lack of ice that causes adi-
lemma. Such was the case during the first week
of January when the i c e road from McMurdo
Station to Williams Field started to melt.

Many spots on the treacherous, ice-locked
Ross Sea appear to be solid, but are concealed
cracks and crevasses covered by blown snow.
These fissures maybe from a few inches to many
feet wide, and over 100 feet deep. With the tem-
perature running in the 30s, very little weight is
needed to break through the crevasses.

D-8 Caterpillar tratter, of the typo that went through the Ice near Ca*e
Armitage, hauling cit"go sleds.

On 18 January, a 74, 000-pound, D-8 Cater-
pillar tractor broke through the deteriorating
ice approximately 300 yards south of Cape Ar-
mitage and sank in 24 feet of water. The tractor
was hauling empty cargo sleds to USNS MERREIL
which was moored to the edge of the ice. After
waiting for the tractor's cab to fill with water,
equalizing the pressure, the two passengers
escaped through a hatch in the roof, averting
injury.

A warm tidal current sweeping around Cape
Armitage is believed to have caused erosion of
the ice, from 8-1/2 to 5 feet, overnight.

Rescue operations were initiated by USS GLA
CIER, which slashed apaththrough the icetoth
spot where the tractor sank. USNS PVT. JOSEP
F. MERRE LL then lowered hoisting gear to wait
ing divers, who attached a sling to the tracto
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ter diving into the near-freezing water. MER-
'LL then hoisted the vehicle on board.

Ice specialists have recommended detouring
vehicles and personnel through the pass south of
Observation Hill and Cape Armitage. This would
necessitate a trip of 8 miles rather than the S
normally traveled; the 3 added miles provide the
extra margin necessary for safety.

HEAVY ICE, BAD WEATHER CAUSE
DIFFICULTIES IN ANTARCTIC PENINSULA

The Chileans and the British have recently
advised that the ice is abnormally heavy and the
weather unusually bad on the west coast of the
Antarctic Peninsula this season. (Formerly
the Palmer Peninsula. See article on page 9.)

Pecor ding to the commanding officer of USCGC
EASTWIND, the ship transporting the official
treaty observers in this area, the weather is 'not
fit for the birds "—with snow, sleet, rain, fog,
gale winds and flat calms alternating at 5-minute
intervals.

HMS PROTECTOR tried twice, around mid-
January, to reach the United Kingdom Base F,
but was unsuccessful. On the second venture,
STWIND attempted to lead her through the pack
but was unable to doso due to the heavy pack.

Shethen escorted her out to Gerlache Strait.

At about the same time, EASTWIND received a
message from RRS JOHN BISCOE advising that
she had been beset 3 days in the heavy pack ice
in the vicinity of Adelaide Island. She was en
route to Base T, but abandoned the attempt.

NAVY ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITY FOR
MONITORING NUCLEAR REACTOR AND

SNAP WEATHER STATION

The Navy's Environmental Radiation Surveil-
lance Laboratory at McMurdo Station, which,
until this season, functioned as the Public Health
Service's laboratory, is the center of operations
for radioactive monitoring of the nuclear power
plant located on Observation Hill. Until t h is
season, the Public Health Service performed this
function, * but last October the Navy assumed the
responsibility.

*See "Public Health Service Radiation Sur-
veillance Activities at McMurdo and Byrd Sta-
ns "Bulletin, September 1963, pages 8-11.

Three air filters located around the station
operate 24 hours a day, sucking in air and trap-
ping any radioactive debris which might be
emitted by the reactor. The filters are changed
everyday and are then counted 8 times during the
following 7 days, for indications of alpha or beta
particles, or gamma rays. The data are re-
corded daily at McMurdo and, at the end of each
month, are forwarded to Washington.

In addition to sampling air around the station,
checks are made on the snow and the station's
drinking water, and, when possible, water and
algae samples are collected from surrounding
ponds for analysis. Checks are also made on
water and snow samples at outlying stations and
in the vicinity of SNAP (System for Nuclear Aux-
iliary Power) equipment. SNAP-7, an automatic
nuclear-fueled weather station near Minna Bluff,
about 60 miles from McMurdo, i s monitored
only for possible fuel leakage.

SALT WATER FOR DRINKING

T h e m e n at McMurdo Station this austral
summer perhaps will witness the end of a system
which has, of necessity, been used since the
station was built for the International Geophysical
Year—that is, the system by which the station
gets its water supply.

For the past 8 years, the station's water
supply has been maintained by melting snow, a
laborious and costly process, but a necessary
one since there is no potable water in Antarctica.

Twenty-five times everyday, a 15-ton Cater-
pillar Traxcavator makes around trip from Mc-
Murdo Station to the base of Transmitter Hill
on the outskirts of McMurdo. There, a large
scoop of snow (which will equal about 232 gallons
of water when melted) is loaded for the trip to
one of the station's eight snow melters for pro-
cessing. The snow melters are located at the
galley, laundry, nuclear power plant, flag
quarters, bachelor officers' quarters, weather
balloon inflation building, biology laboratory, and
an MCB-8 building.

In the near future, there will be no need for a
snow melter system at McMurdo, since a sea-
water distillation plant is scheduled for comple-
tion this DEEP FREEZE season.* It will work

*See "Construction," Bulletin, October 1963,
page 30.
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difficult because of the large quantities of minire
marine life and w1canic ash that make McMurdc'
waters murky.�I
They have had numerous adventures such as

face-to-face encounters with Weddell seals, whi4h
may weigh as much as 800 pounds, also, thy
have listened to seal "talk," which they describd
as quite un-animal like. The sounds usually
start at a high pitch much like the chirping of
birds, descend steadily lower to a deep "pong,
pong, pong, "and terminate in a sonar-like echo.

potable water.

in conjunction with the nuclear power plant and
supply McMurdo with an abundant supply of wa-
ter.

The seawater distillation plant will be located
on Observation Hill, near the nuclear power plant
by which it will be powered. The structure shel-
tering the desalting plant was built last season
by Seabees of Mobile Construction Battalion
EIGHT (MCB-8).

This season, MCB-8 personnel are installing
two 55,000-gallon saltwater and freshwater
tanks for the 14,000-gallon-per-day distillation
unit, and 3/4 miles of pipeline through which the
seawater will be drawn. The pipeline is to be
laid down the slope of Observation Hill to the
Ross Sea. A pump will force the water up the
hill for processing.

To keep the seawater from freezing on its vv-ay
up the hill, the pipe will be encircled by electric
coils, powered by electricity generated by the
nuclear power plant. From the distillation plant
the freshwater will be piped to McMurdo.

NAVY DIVERS AT McMURDO STATION

Two Navy divers, Louis Roane and Bill Dou-
thit, both from the Atlantic Fleet Mobile Photo
Unit, have been operating in McMurdo Sound.
They were sent to Antarctica to obtain 16 milli-
meter color movies for a new DEEP FREEZE
film. They also have assisted the scientists by
photographing and collecting specimens under-
water. As a result their equipment much of the
time has included geologists' hammers as well
as cameras. Photography has frequently proved

When a 37-ton D-8 tractor broke through the
ice off Hut Point, (see article on page 3) the two
divers located it in 24 feet of water. Later on,
when GLACIER had broken a path through the
ice to the spot and the cargo ship MERRELL
moved in, the divers attached a sling t o t h e
tractor so that it could be salvaged.

SW Douthit (left) &W LzUsReane making a reconnatasaxxte dive in search
of the D-8 tractor that broke through the ice.

In addition to their primary assignment and
their assistance to others, the two young men
have some plans of their own. They hope to
recover a wooden gangway from the foot of Hut
PQint that they believe to have been dropped there
by Captain Scott's Discovery during the 1901-04
expedition. Perhaps as a reasonable reaction
to submersion in so much cold water, they would
also like to investigate some of the lakes that
contain layers of warmer water,

TJSNS ELTANIN DEPARTS ON CRUISE 10

The research ship, USNS ELTANIN, departed
Valparaiso, Chile, on 6 October 1963, on cruise
number 10, which is to be in the area between
74° and 84° West Longitude.�0
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